
TEST CASE WRITING APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Tutorial #5: How to Prepare Yourself for Test Case Writing Tutorial #6: How to Vs Test Scenarios: Tutorial # Test Cases
Vs Test Scenarios.

Only once the design of software is complete, the team will move on to execution of the test cases to ensure
that the developed software behaves as it expected. But I then go on to advocate collaboration and a blurring
of responsibilities. Backup and restore process should define who will take backups when to take a backup,
what to include in backup when to restore the database, who will restore it and data masking steps to be
followed if the database is restored. Having people in your organization that thumb through a book, brainlessly
following instructions, and recording the result wastes the talent of intelligent people and wastes money.
Programmers code a simple piece of software and get back to the customer for feedback. But having a basic
test strategy plan always helps to clearly plan and mitigate risks involved in the project. However, my personal
favorite happens to be the excel sheet, because it is easy to expand, collapse, sort, etc. It deals with test
objective, approach, test environment, automation strategy and tools, and risk analysis with a contingency
plan. Disadvantages Constant client interaction means added time pressure on all stakeholders including the
client themselves, software development and test teams. Each testing technique and methodology is designed
for a specific purpose and has its relative merits and demerits. Well, I simply explain that everyone should
follow the scientific method, with precision, using the tools at their disposal. In the first paragraph of your test
strategy document answer â€” Why stakeholders want to develop this project? QA people know how to
exercise a system and critically evaluate. Structure-Based or White-Box techniques The structure-based or
white-box technique design test cases based on the internal structure of the software. It also enables you to
report bugs from any failed step. The MS word template looks something like this: 7. James Bach has more
discussion on this topic here. Manual or automation testing? Test Strategy vs. You have a system and a tester.
The rules define the response to different inputs. This methodology is not suitable for projects where the
requirements change frequently. Selection of a particular methodology depends on many factors such as the
nature of a project, client requirement, project schedule, etc. Each of them is described below: Unit Testing
The Unit testing part of a testing methodology is the testing of individual software modules or components
that make up an application or system. Software testing methodologies should not be set up just for the sake of
testing software code. The big picture should be considered and the prime goal of the project should be
satisfied with the testing methodology. Let me demystify a bit for those unfamiliar and add some emphasis for
those familiar. But it is advisable to discuss with your team whether or not cutting down on any particular
activity will help for release without any potential risk of major issues post-release. A test case is a set of
conditions or variables under which a tester will determine whether a system under test satisfies requirements
or works correctly.


